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Are Patients with a History of Sexual or Physical Abuse
More Anxious or Difficult to Sedate for Endoscopy?
Research Article

Abstract
Aim: The purpose of this study was to determine whether patients undergoing
endoscopy who report a previous history of sexual or physical abuse (SA and PA)
exhibit increased pre-procedural anxiety and higher sedation requirements than
patients who do not report a history of abuse.

Methods: Patients undergoing esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) or
colonoscopy were recruited and consented in the endoscopy suite at Montefiore
Medical Center prior to their scheduled procedure. Baseline (trait-anxiety) and
pre-procedural anxiety (state-anxiety) was measured for each study participant
using the previously validated State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI). After
completing the STAI, a history of SA and PA was assessed by completion of the
sexual and physical abuse domains of the Early-Trauma Inventory (ETI). Patient
demographics, comorbidities, procedural type and indication, conscious sedation
requirements and vital signs throughout the procedure were recorded for each
endoscopic procedure. Anxiety scores and sedation requirements were compared
between patients with and without a history of SA and PA.
Results: Of the 70 patients who were approached for participation, 64 consented
and enrolled (median age 57.5 years, 62.5% women). 27% and 73% of the
patients underwent EGD or colonoscopy, respectively. A prior history of SA and
PA was reported in 14.0% (n=9) and 32.8% (n=21) of patients, respectively.
Patients with a history of SA exhibited significantly higher trait-anxiety levels
compared with those without SA (48.0 vs 39.0, respectively; p=0.04); however,
pre-procedural, state-anxiety levels were similar between groups (45.0 vs 42.0,
respectively; p=0.67). Patients with a history of SA also had significantly higher
values on the PA domain of the ETI than patients without SA (3.0 vs 1.0, p=0.02).
Patients with a history of PA exhibited similar trait-anxiety (41.0 vs 42.0, p=0.75)
and pre-procedural, state-anxiety (42.0 vs 43.0, p=0.85) levels compared with
those without PA. Sedation requirements for endoscopic procedures were not
significantly correlated with abuse history or trait- or state-anxiety (p>0.05)
levels.
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Conclusion: A history of SA was associated with increased baseline but not
pre-procedural anxiety levels in patients undergoing endoscopy. There was no
association between abuse history and sedation requirements for endoscopy.

Introduction
Patients with a history of sexual or physical abuse (SA, PA)
report more severe GI symptoms, greater psychological distress
and poorer daily function compared with patients who do not have
a history of such abuse [1-4]. In addition, patients with a history
of abuse more readily seek medical attention and undergo more
invasive procedures, including surgery [1-3]. The heightened
severity of symptoms seen in abused patients contributes to
more tertiary center referrals [5], which likely leads to further
invasive diagnostic testing, including upper tract endoscopy and
colonoscopy. Screening for an abuse history in patients about to
undergo endoscopy is not routinely performed, but doing so may
allow us to better understand our patients and thereby improve
their care.
In patients who have been sexually or physically abused, it is
possible that introducing an endoscope into the mouth or anus
Submit Manuscript | http://medcraveonline.com

may evoke painful memories of the abuse and prompt severe
emotional distress. Furthermore, a history of abuse might
exacerbate feelings of vulnerability and lack of control in the
pre-procedural period. Clinical vignettes have been described in
which sexually abused patients silently cried or shook throughout
their endoscopic procedures and equated the arm being squeezed
by the blood pressure cuff to being grabbed and immobilized [6].
Such vignettes illustrate that psychological distress experienced
before and during endoscopy in patients with a history of abuse
may be driven by factors that differ from those without a history
of abuse.
Patients with a history of abuse are reported to have altered
physiologic responses to painful and stressful stimuli [7-9].
Specifically, patients with a history of abuse are detailed to
have significantly lower pain thresholds in response to digital
pressure stimuli and to consider these stimuli as more noxious
than do patients without a history of abuse [10]. It also has been
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shown that women with a history of abuse have a higher rise
in anal pressure (anismus) during straining suggesting altered
physiology [11]. Functional MRI (fMRI) has allowed better
understanding of brain-gut dysfunction and in one publication, the
co-occurrence of abuse history and irritable bowel syndrome was
shown to result in a greater pain perception that was mediated
via cingulate activation [2]. Furthermore, studies have shown that
compared with controls, women with a history of childhood abuse
exhibit altered physiologic responses to stress characterized by
pituitary-adrenal and autonomic hyperactivity, presumably due
to corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) hypersecretion [12,13].

Given our knowledge that patients with a history of abuse have
altered pain perception and exaggerated physiologic responses to
stress and our conjecture that endoscopy may rekindle memories
of abuse, we hypothesized that patients with a history of abuse
may have heightened pre-procedural anxiety and require deeper
sedation and analgesia for endoscopy.
The objectives of our study were to determine if patients with
a history of SA or PA have more anxiety prior to endoscopy and
whether they require more sedation than patients without a
history of such abuse.

Materials and Methods
Study Design

After institutional review board approval, a prospective
study was conducted enrolling consecutive patients about to
undergo outpatient EGD or colonoscopy at Montefiore Medical
Center, Bronx, New York. All study participants, provided
informed written consent prior to study enrollment. Baseline
(trait-anxiety) and pre-procedural anxiety (state-anxiety)
was measured for each study participant using the previously
validated State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI). After completing
the STAI, a history of SA and PA was assessed by completion of the
sexual and physical abuse domains of the Early-Trauma Inventory
(ETI). The study participant subsequently underwent their prescheduled endoscopy. The endoscopist, nurse and technician in
the procedure room were blinded to the patient’s abuse history. In
accordance with standard of care, a starting dose of fentanyl and
midazolam was administered immediately prior to the procedure,
followed by additional doses titrated to patient comfort and
sedation. Conscious sedation requirements were recorded for
each endoscopic procedure.

Study Population

English- and Spanish-speaking patients were eligible to
participate if they were scheduled to undergo either EGD or
colonoscopy using conscious sedation, agreed to participate and
provided informed consent. All questionnaires and consent forms
were available in English and Spanish and Spanish translators
were present for every patient-interaction if the study participant
was not able to speak English or felt uncomfortable speaking in
English. Major exclusion criteria were age younger than 18 years,
use of any sedatives other than fentanyl or midazolam, chronic
use of drugs that could influence sedation requirements including,
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narcotics, anxiolytics and illicit drug use, and mental retardation,
dementia, or altered mental status resulting in inability to provide
consent and complete study questionnaires. All study participants
were offered psychiatric counseling immediately after completing
the STAI and ETI questionnaires and again 24-48 hours after their
procedure.

Study Questionnaires

The STAI is an internally-validated questionnaire that
measures an individual’s inherent, relatively stable anxiety level
or trait anxiety and also an individual’s response to a stressful
or threatening situation or current state anxiety through the
administration of 20 questions for each anxiety type [14]. Each
item was rated on a 4-point Likert-type response scale ranging
from zero (“never”) to 4 (“almost always”). Higher STAI scores
have been shown to correlate with higher levels of anxiety [14].
The ETI is available in two validated forms, the ETI Self Report
(ETI-SR) and the ETI Self Report Short-Form (ETISR-SF), both
of which include assessment of four domains of trauma during
childhood: general trauma, emotional, sexual and physical abuse
[15]. Each of the four domains is internally valid and can be used
alone [15]. The ETISR-SF is a shortened version of the ETI-SR and
was developed to enhance the ease with which this questionnaire
is incorporated into clinical research [15]. For the purpose of
clarity and simplicity, the shortened, sexual abuse (SA) domain of
the ETISR-SF, which includes 6 questions with the option of a yes/
no response, was used for this study. Additionally, the physical
abuse (PA) domain of the ETI-SR was used, which includes 9
questions with the option of a yes/no response.

Statistical Analyses

The statistical methods and analyses for this study were
conducted by the first author (OCA) who has formal training in
biomedical statistics. Statistical analyses were performed using
STATA software, version 13.1. The mean score on the ETISR-SF
sexual and ETI-SR physical abuse domains in normal healthy
controls is 0.2 and 2.3, and in trauma controls (subjects without a
psychiatric disorder with a history of childhood abuse) is 2.7 and
3.8, respectively [15], therefore, ETI scores were dichotomized
such that patients with a score of ≥2 on the SA domain and ≥3 on
the PA domain were considered to have SA and PA, respectively.
Bivariate associations were performed to compare demographic
data, medical and psychiatric comorbidities, type of endoscopic
procedure (esophagogastroduodenoscopy [EGD] or colonoscopy),
procedural indication (cancer screening, surveillance of known
lesion, GI bleeding or other), STAI scores, sedation requirements
(micrograms of fentanyl and milligrams of midazolam) in
patients with and without a history of SA and PA. Additionally,
bivariate associations between pre-procedural STAI scores
and demographic data, medical and psychiatric comorbidities,
current medications, type of endoscopic procedure, procedural
indication and abuse history were performed to assess for
predictors of pre-procedural anxiety. Continuous variables
were compared between groups using the Student’s t-test for
normally distributed data and the Mann-Whitney U tests for non-
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normally distributed data. Continuous variables were compared
among groups >2 using the ANOVA for normally distributed data
and the Kruskal-Wallis test for non-normally distributed data.
Normality was determined by visual assessment of histograms.
The Student’s t-test for independent samples with unequal
variance assumed was performed when appropriate. Association
between continuous variables was determined using the Pearson
correlation for data that did not violate assumptions of normality
or linearity. The Spearman rank correlation was used for nonnormally distributed and non-linear data, provided a monotonic
relationship was preserved. Categorical variables were compared
using the Pearson’s chi squared test or Fisher’s exact test if
expected frequencies were not sufficiently large.

SA (3 vs 1, respectively; p=0.02). There were no statistically
significant differences in sedation requirements between patients
with and without a history of SA and PA. Vital signs throughout
the procedure were not meaningfully different between groups.
There was no statistically significant difference (p>0.05) in
baseline anxiety levels, pre-procedural anxiety levels or sedation
requirements between patients reporting any abuse history, i.e.,
either a history of SA and/or PA (data not shown).
Table 1: Characteristics of Study Population‡.
Age (in years)
Age-adjusted

According to previously published literature, the mean state
anxiety score in patients scheduled to undergo endoscopy has
been reported to be 45.9 ± 12.9 [16]. In those with history of
SA and PA state anxiety scores have been reported to be 61.3 ±
12.1 and 57.8 ± 12.9, respectively [17]. Based on these published
results, if the true population mean state anxiety score in nonabused patients undergoing endoscopy is 45.9 ± 12.9 and the
mean state anxiety score in patients with a history of PA is 57.8
± 12.9, 14 patients with a history of PA and 42 patients without a
history of PA would be needed to achieve a power of 80% at an α
of 0.05. At an α of 0.05, assuming the true population mean state
anxiety score is 45.9 ± 12.9 in non-abused patients and 61.3 ±
12.1 in patients with a history of SA, if 56 patients were recruited
and 30% reported a history of SA, we would have a power of 96%
to detect a difference between groups. We assumed that 20% of
patients would decline participation in the study, therefore, we
aimed to recruit 70 patients to reach our target sample size of 56
study participants.

Study Population
57.5 (50.0, 62.0)

Charlson Comorbidity Index

2 (1, 3)

STAI trait score*

41.5 (32.0, 49.0)

ETI sexual abuse score**

0 (0, 0.5)

STAI state score*

ETI physical abuse score**

43.0 (32.0, 49.0)
2.0 (0, 3.0)

Fentanyl Administered (mcg)#

100 (100, 150)

Systolic blood pressure# (mmHg)

130 (112, 147)

Total length of procedure (in minutes)
Gender

20 (10, 30)

Male

24 (37.5)

Midazolam Administered (mg)#

Diastolic blood pressure# (mmHg)

Female

History of Anxiety or Depression

Results

During the enrollment period, 70 patients were eligible
of which 64 patients consented for participation in the study
(91.4%) and 6 declined to participate (8.6%). The median
age of those enrolled was 57.5 (50, 62) years and 62.5% were
women. Data on comorbidities, procedural type, indication and
duration, STAI scores, sedation requirements and procedural
vital signs for the entire cohort are depicted in Table 1. 14.1%
(n=9) and 32.8% (n=21) of patients had a history of SA and PA,
respectively. 39% of patients reported a history of either SA or PA.
The majority of patients who reported SA were women (89%),
while similar numbers of men and women reported PA (52.4%
vs 47.6%, respectively). Bivariate associations in patients with
and without a history of SA and PA are depicted in table 2. Age,
comorbidities and procedural indication, type and duration were
not significantly different between patients with and without
SA and PA. Patients with a history of SA had significantly higher
baseline, trait-anxiety scores, compared with those without a
history of SA (48 vs 39, p=0.04), however, pre-procedural, stateanxiety scores were similar between groups (45 vs 42, p=0.67).
There were no significant differences between baseline or preprocedural anxiety levels between patients with and without a
history of PA. Patients with a history of SA had significantly higher
scores on the physical domain of the ETISR than those without
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Yes

4 (3, 5)

73 (66, 73)

40 (62.5)
1 (1.6)

No

Procedure Type

63 (98.4)

EGD

17 (26.6)

Procedural Indication

Colon

47 (73.4)

Cancer Screening

30 (46.9)

Surveillance
GI bleeding
Other

5 (7.8)

9 (14.1)

20 (31.5)

Abbreviations: STAI: State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; ETI: Early-Trauma
Inventory; EGD: Esophagogastroduodenoscopy Continuous variables are
depicted as medians (interquartile range) and categorical variables as
numbers (%).
*
STAI trait score=baseline anxiety; STAI state score=pre-procedural
anxiety; range=0-80
**
ETI sexual abuse score range of 0-6; ETI physical score range of 0-9
#
Reflects amount of fentanyl and midazolam administered during
endoscopy and the median systolic and diastolic blood pressures during
endoscopy.
‡
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Table 2: Bivariate associations in patients with and without a history of abuse‡.

- Sexual Abuse
(n=55)

p-Value

+ Physical
Abuse

54 (42, 59)

0.21

56 (48, 61)

58 (51, 64)

Charlson Comorbidity Index

2 (1, 3)

58 (51, 63)

2 (1, 3)

0.48

STAI trait score*

48 (42, 51)

39 (31, 49)

0.04

41 (32, 49)

42 (32, 49)

0.75

ETI sexual abuse score**

0 (0, 0)

5 (3, 5)

-

0 (0, 1)

0 (0, 0)

0.02

+ Sexual Abuse

Age (in years)
Age-adjusted

STAI state score*

ETI physical abuse score**

(n=9)

45 (39, 49)
3 (2, 5)

1 (1, 2)

42 (32, 50)

0.24
0.67

1 (0, 3)

0.02

4 (3, 4)

0.68

(n=21)

1 (1, 3)

42 (32, 49)
4 (3, 5)

- Physical
Abuse
(n=43)

43 (32, 50)
1 (0, 2)

p-Value

0.7

0.85
-

Fentanyl Administered (mcg)#

100 (100, 150)

100 (100, 150)

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)#

130 (123, 156)

130 (112, 130)

Total length of procedure (minutes)
Gender

15 (15, 15)

20 (10, 35)

Male

1

0.08

11

13

0.09

History of Anxiety or Depression

8

23

Yes

1

53

0.13

0

20

1

40

0.67

Procedure Type

7

0

EGD

3

14

0.69

7

10

0.39

Procedural Indication

6

Cancer Screening

2

28

0.22

12

18

0.46

GI bleeding

1

8

1

8

Midazolam Administered (mg)#

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) #

Female
No

Colonoscopy
Surveillance
Other

4 (3, 5)

79 (69, 86)

72 (66, 82)

1
5

32

41
4

15

0.91

100 (100, 150)

100 (100, 150)

0.99

0.88

124 (116, 144)

131 (111, 147)

0.59

0.11

20 (10, 35)

20 (10, 30)

0.35

4 (4, 4)

80 (70, 87)

10

14
2
6

4 (3, 5)

72 (63, 79)

30

33
3
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0.88
0.04
0.95

14

Abbreviations: STAI: State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; ETI: Early-Trauma Inventory; EGD: Esophagogastroduodenoscopy
History of sexual and physical abuse defined by ETI scores ≥2 and ≥3, on respective domains, Continuous variables are depicted as medians (interquartile
range) and categorical variables as numbers (%).
*
STAI trait score=baseline anxiety; STAI state score=pre-procedural anxiety; range=0-80.
**
ETI sexual abuse score range of 0-6; ETI physical score range of 0-9.
#
Reflects amount of fentanyl and midazolam administered during endoscopy and the median systolic and diastolic blood pressures during endoscopy.
‡

There was a direct and statistically significant correlation
between pre-procedural anxiety and baseline anxiety levels
(r=0.56, p<0.001). The relationship between pre-procedural
anxiety and sedation requirement was not statistically significant
(fentanyl: r=-0.15, p=0.25; midazolam: r=0.03, p=0.81).

Discussion

We found a history of SA and/or PA in 39% of patients
scheduled to undergo EGD or colonoscopy, which is higher than
reported estimates of SA and PA among in the general population

and range between 20% and 30%.18 Moreover, our study revealed
much higher rates of SA in women (20% vs 9.5%) and similar
rates of SA in men (4.2% vs 4.5%) compared to a prior study
which surveyed patients for abuse history within 11 months of
colonoscopy [19]. Patients with a history of abuse do report more
severe GI symptoms and pain [1,2,4,20-24], which may explain
the high percentage of abuse seen in our study population. A prior
study conducted in a referral-based gastroenterology practice
reported a similarly high percentage of patients with history of
abuse (44%) and concluded that the high percentage observed
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was the result of increased tertiary referral in patients with abuse
[20]. Additionally, our patients who reported a history of SA were
more likely to report elements of PA, which is a relationship that
has been previously described [24].
Although the majority of patients who reported a history of SA
(89%) were women, the one man in our study who reported a
history of SA was found to be a victim of both severe SA and PA.
There was no gender bias among patients reporting a history of
PA. This underscores the importance of including men in studies
that investigate the consequences of SA and PA.

Although few studies have evaluated anxiety levels prior
to endoscopy, it has been reported that endoscopy can lead to
increased pre-procedural anxiety [25]. We hypothesized that a
history of SA or PA may predispose patients towards heightened
pre-procedural anxiety prior to endoscopy. This hypothesis was
made on the basis of prior published [6] and unpublished case
vignettes (personal experience of author, LJB) which suggested
that endoscopy may rekindle memories of abuse. Furthermore,
since patients with a history of abuse have heightened pain
perception [2,7-11]; and anticipation of pain is a commonly
reported pre-procedural concern in patients undergoing
endoscopy [26], it is plausible that anticipatory pain in an already
sensitized system could lead to increased pre-procedural anxiety
in victims of abuse. Our study did not find differences in preprocedural anxiety among patients with and without a history
of SA and PA. These findings are consistent with a previously
published studied that assessed differences in anxiety among
patients undergoing EGD or colonoscopy and did not reveal an
association between abuse history and pre-procedural anxiety
[27]. Although this study by Bal et al. [27] reported a similar
methodology to our study, the exclusion criteria were not as
stringent as in our study; specifically, there were a large number
of patients who also reported concomitant alcohol use or use of
opiates, benzodiazepines or psychotropic medications, which
could have confounded associations between abuse history, preprocedural anxiety and sedation requirements [27]. In another
study, perceived distress during colonoscopy was assessed in a
retrospective fashion among patients with and without a history
of SA who had undergone colonoscopy within 11 months [19].
This study reported that patients with a history of SA perceived
heightened distress as compared to patients without SA [19].
Although our study did not assess patient perceived distress
during colonoscopy, assessing patient perception is critical
in order to improve the endoscopic experience. The findings
reported by Nicolai et al. [19] are consistent with our theory that
patients with a history of abuse experience increased discomfort
related to their endoscopic procedures and may require a more
thoughtful sedation plan at the time of endoscopy.
In our study, baseline anxiety was found to differ significantly
among patients with and without a history of SA. This finding is
congruent with prior published data which described heightened
baseline anxiety levels in patients with a history of SA and PA
compared with patient without such abuse [26], and highlights an
area that is not routinely addressed prior to endoscopy.

There is evidence to support the theory that an aberrant stress
response exists in patients with early life stressors and is mediated
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by the central nervous CRF system [12,13,28,29]. Elevated
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) levels have been found in
patients with a history of SA and PA, as determined by the ETI
[12,13]. In one study, ACTH levels were found to be 6-fold higher
in patients with a history of abuse. Heart rate also was found to
be elevated in these patients 15 minutes after stress was induced
using a standardized psychosocial stress protocol [13]. Similarly,
we expected to find evidence of aberrant stress responses in
patients with a history of abuse in the form of increased sedation
requirements and elevated blood pressures, heart rates and
respiratory rates throughout endoscopy. However, we found that
sedation requirements and blood pressure throughout endoscopy
was relatively similar among patients with and without a history
of SA and PA.
There are several factors that could explain the negative, albeit
important, findings of this study. The difference in anxiety scores
that we observed was smaller than the effect size used to power
our analysis, therefore, it is likely that we were underpowered to
detect a difference between patients with and without a history
of abuse. Larger studies are needed to assess if the negative
findings of our study could be explained by our small sample
size. Additionally, it is possible that discussing abuse history with
patients is, in fact, a therapeutic intervention. All patients in our
study who reported a history of abuse were offered psychiatric
counseling. This discussion occurred prior to endoscopy and
spurred many patients to divulge the details of their abuse with
the research investigators. Empathic statements were provided
by the research investigators on an as-needed basis, and some
patients did comment that they were “thankful” or “glad” that
someone took the time to speak with them and that they indeed
“felt better.” Although it has been shown that the majority of
patients favor inquiries by physicians about their history of SA
and PA [30] and that empathy in all medical encounters helps
patients feel better understood, respected and validated, thus
increasing patient satisfaction [31], GI physicians infrequently
inquire about a history of abuse [32]. In a prior study done
in the Netherlands, GI physicians were surveyed regarding
their practice patterns and constraints about inquiring into SA
[32]. Only 4.7% of the respondents asked their female patients
regularly about SA; in males, this percentage was 0.6% [32]. The
therapeutic benefit of the patient-physician interaction in our
study cannot be overlooked and may, in part, explain our negative
findings. Perhaps most importantly, we did not study the subset of
patients with a history of SA or PA who were noncompliant with
recommendations for screening and diagnostic endoscopy since
our patient population was captured on the day of endoscopy;
therefore, we may have introduced selection bias and studied
a patient population that overcame the psychological distress
associated with their abuse.

Conclusion

In summary, SA and PA are common in patents about to undergo
GI endoscopy. Although we found that patients undergoing EGD or
colonoscopy who report a history of SA exhibited higher baseline
anxiety, pre-procedural anxiety was similar among patients with
and without a history of SA and PA. This finding, albeit negative,
does not diminish the importance that should be placed on
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comforting and reassuring patients prior to endoscopy in an
attempt to reduce peri-procedural anxiety. There are patients in
whom endoscopy may mimic the abuse experience or rekindle
submerged memories of abuse and, therefore, discussion of prior
abuse during the patient interview might be therapeutic and
should be considered in such patients. Conversely, it is possible
that such an interview question might raise anxiety levels in
abused patients and, in such an instance, immediate psychiatric
consultation and support should be made available. Larger studies
are also needed which incorporate investigation of the subset of
patients with a history of SA and PA who are noncompliant with
screening or diagnostic endoscopy to determine if the abuse is
contributory to their lack of compliance.
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